
“Discovery consists of looking at the same thing as everyone else and thinking something different.” (Albert Szent-
Györgyi, Nobel Prize winning biochemist) 

Regardless of your industry or your professional proximity to “traditional” creative disciplines like art, 
music and design, lateral thinking is the engine that powers creative endeavors. If you want to be more 
creative, you must improve your lateral thinking capability. 

In his groundbreaking 1970 book ‘Lateral Thinking,’ Edward de Bono convincingly argues for the 
importance of lateral thinking to creativity, 

“The purpose of thinking is to collect information and to make the best possible use of it … Vertical thinking is 
concerned with proving or developing concept patterns. Lateral thinking is concerned with restructuring such 
patterns (insight) and provoking new ones (creativity). Lateral and vertical thinking are complementary. Skill in 
both is necessary.” 

Restructuring patterns and provoking new ones is more essential to success in today’s workforce than 
it’s ever been. In Wagner & Dintersmith’s “The Most Likely to Succeed,” the growing importance of 
lateral thinking in the office is neatly summarized in two paragraphs: 

As the 20th century rolled forward, the fundamentals of our economy changed. Midway through the last century, our 
industrial base began to contract, and low-wage routine jobs moved offshore. As growth in manufacturing jobs 
stalled, millions of new white collar jobs for “knowledge workers” were created, fueling the next phase of US 
economic growth & creating a robust middle class. 

In the last two decades, the role of content knowledge has moved from the front to the back of the bus. Content 
knowledge is no longer valuable in the workplace, with information readily available by everyone. What matters 
most in our increasingly innovation-driven economy is not what you know, but what you can do with what you 
know. 

For the work that is most difficult for employers to automate - the jobs that require cognitive, non-
routine leadership - lateral thinking is a critical capability for success in these roles. But what exactly is 
lateral thinking and how do you improve it? 

Bleeker considers lateral thinking to be the process of unearthing beauty and excellence; seeking adjacent 
possibilities, synthesizing divergent thoughts and articulating possibilities. Lateral thinking is the engine 
underpinning the creative process. The three core components of lateral thinking are mindset (fearless
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exploration and empathetic observation, as outlined in the last four lessons), synthesis (identifying 
adjacencies, patterns, themes and frames) and communication (explaining vision, feelings, relevance and 
possibilities). The professional who is capable of excellent lateral thinking can look at the same problems 
and opportunities as everyone else and consistently produce original solutions.    

By strengthening the core components of lateral thinking, every professional is capable of becoming a 
more creative person. Recognizing the increasing importance of creativity in innovation era work, this is 
great news for the professional who’s committed to growth!  

Much like with strengthening critical thinking, becoming a stronger lateral thinking requires mindset 
cultivation and capability strengthening. To become a stronger lateral thinker, you must embrace the 
benefits of exploring the world without fear and observing what you confront with empathy. This 
exploration can be conducted through travel, books, magazines, music, film, art or conversations with 
strangers. Exploring and observing without a lateral thinking mindset may produce surface-level insights 
about the world around you, but it will not provoke the unique understanding that leads to creative 
discovery.  

Once a lateral thinking mindset is established, you can begin to focus on strengthening the capabilities 
that catalyze creative discovery: synthesis and communication. Synthesis is the process of creatively 
mixing and matching all of the ‘data’ that resulted from your exploration and observations. Recognizing 
how yesterday’s conversation with a client, the article you read in Outside magazine last week and the 
team strategy meeting that you led last month may be related. Identifying the common patterns and 
themes in a National Geographic documentary and your company newsletter. Realizing the hidden 
opportunities or challenges that might be one degree removed from your present state. All of these 
lateral thinking activities require your bending, shifting and remixing your mind’s content. 

Lastly, you will need to strengthen your ability to clearly articulate your divergent thinking to an 
audience that isn’t aware of your synthesis process. Given the wide diversity of inputs, influences, 
feelings and emotions that often inform a lateral thinking exercise, succinctly communicating the 
resulting idea can be tricky. The strongest lateral communicators employ stories, visuals and metaphors 
to connect with their audience and explain their vision, feelings, relevance and possibilities.  

By strengthening your lateral thinking mindset and the two core lateral thinking activities (synthesis and 
communication), you will develop more original thoughts and become a more creative teammate, friend 
or collaborator.  
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